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DNA computation (DNAC) has been proposed to solve the satisfiability (SAT) problem due to operations in

parallel on extremely large numbers of strands. This paper attempts to treat the DNA-based bio-molecular solution for

the SAT problem from the quantum mechanical perspective with a purpose to explore the relationship between DNAC

and quantum computation (QC). To achieve this goal, it first builds up the correspondence of operations between QC

and DNAC. Then it gives an example for the case of two variables and three clauses for details of this theory. It also

demonstrates a three-qubit experiment for solving the simplest SAT problem with a single variable on a liquid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance ensemble to verify this theory. Some discussions are made for the potential application and

for further exploration of the present work.
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In recent years there have been many outstand-

ing breakthroughs in the molecular/DNA computa-

tion (DNAC) proposed by Feynman in 1961,[1] among

which the famous satisfiability (SAT) problem has

been paid a lot of attention by the methods with DNA

strands[2−4] due to the potentially vast parallelism of

DNAC.

On the other hand, quantum computation (QC),

another proposal by Feynman,[5] has drawn consider-

able attention over the past decades. Eight atomic

qubits[6] and six photonic qubits[7] have been entan-

gled so far, respectively, and simple quantum algo-

rithms have been tested experimentally.[8] Within the

QC framework, the type of unstructured problems,

such as SAT, can be in principle figured out in fi-

nite size by the Grover search algorithm,[9] which has

a square root speedup in comparison with classical

methods for finding the answer.

A natural question arises: as both the DNAC and

QC employ parallelism in reduction of computational

complexity, is there any relationship between them?

To answer this question, we are trying to conduct an

investigation in the present paper to carry out a DNA-

based bio-molecular solution quantum mechanically

for the SAT problem. We will first present a brief re-

view for the basic operations in DNAC and in QC, for

which we could set up some correspondence. Then we

will try to carry out a DNAC quantum mechanically

by using an example of SAT with two variables and

three clauses. To check our theory, we will also exper-

imentally solve a simplest SAT problem with only one

variable and one clause, i.e., F = (u1), by the spin-

based liquid-state NMR ensemble. Some discussions

regarding the present work would be made.

Generally speaking, the basic DNAC oper-

ations[10] involved in the bio-molecular solution are

Append, Extract, Discard, Amplify, Merge, De-

tect and Read. The operation Append, including

Append–Head and Append–Tail, is to put a short

DNA strand to the head and to the tail of a long
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strand, respectively. That is to say, Append–Head

(B, uj) = {uj , Bn, Bn−1, . . . , B2, B1}, and Append–

Tail (B, uj) = {Bn, Bn−1, . . . , B2, B1, uj} , with B

a set consisting of a number of elements Bk (k =

1, . . . , n). Extract is to extract some of the re-

quired DNA strands. In most operations, Extract

results in a separation of one tube into two with

one tube involving the required strands and the

other involving the rest. The corresponding formu-

las are +{U, u1
j} = {un, un−1, . . . , u

1
j , . . . , u2, u1} and

−{U, u1
j} = {un, un−1, . . . , u

0
j , . . . , u2, u1} with U the

set involving elements uk (k = 1, . . . , n) and u1
j and

u0
j denoting values of uj to be 1 and 0, respectively.

Discard is to null a tube, i.e., removing each DNA

strand from the tube. Amplify replicates all of the

DNA strands in the test tube, which creates a num-

ber of identical copies and then discard the original

one by Discard. Merge corresponds to the operation

to pour many tubes of DNA strands into one tube

without any change in the individual strands, which

could be described by ∪P1 ∪ P2 ∪ . . . ∪ Pn, with Pk

(k = 1, 2, . . . , n) being a tube with DNA stands. De-

tect leads to a result ‘YES’ once there is at least one

DNA strand in the tube, or to ‘NO’ otherwise. Read

gives an explicit description of one DNA strand, no

matter how many molecules in the tube.

On the side of QC, there are some basic opera-

tions constituting universal QC, where the most fre-

quently mentioned gates are R(θ) =

 1 0

0 ei θ

 for

the qubit encoding |0⟩ =

 1

0

 and |1⟩ =

 0

1

,

a Hadamard gate H =

 1 1

1 −1

 /
√
2 to change |0⟩

to (|0⟩ + |1⟩)/
√
2 and |1⟩ to (|0⟩ − |1⟩)/

√
2, and a

controlled-NOT gate CNOT =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

. To

be more efficient, we sometimes employ three-qubit

Toffoli gate TOFF to flip the target qubit when the

two control qubits are both in state |1⟩.
Comparing QC with DNAC, we could find some

relations between them. Quantum mechanically,

Append could be described as a tensor product, i.e.,

Append–Head (B, uj) = {uj} ⊗ {B} and Append–

Tail (B, uj) = {B} ⊗ {uj}, where {uj} and {B} are

denoted by matrices. The operation Extract could be

carried out by CNOT, which leads (|0⟩ + |1⟩)|0⟩/
√
2

to (|0⟩|0⟩+ |1⟩|1⟩)/
√
2 , where the control qubit is the

one we hope to remain and the target qubit storing

the result of execution is the ancilla. After a measure-

ment is made on the target qubit, the control qubit

will be left in |1⟩ or |0⟩, corresponding to the action of

+{U, u1
j} and −{U, u1

j} in DNAC. On the other hand,

the Hadamard gate in QC could be carried out by the

operations of DNAC with Extract to separate two sub-

sets respectively including |0⟩ and |1⟩, and then with

Append and Merge to realize |0⟩ → (|0⟩ + |1⟩)/
√
2

and |1⟩ → (|0⟩ − |1⟩)/
√
2. To be specific, we give

an example below to simulate quantum superposi-

tion by operations in DNAC. We initially have an

empty set {ϕ}, and replicate it by Amplify{ϕ} to be

two empty sets. Append–Tail{ϕ, |0⟩} and Append–

Tail{ϕ, |1⟩} yield the sets {|0⟩} and {|1⟩}, respectively.
After the operation Merge, we could have a super-

position in the set {|0⟩ + |1⟩}, equivalent to H|0⟩ in

QC. Repeating the above steps, i.e., with Amplify,

then Append–Tail, and Merge, we could get the set

{(|0⟩ + |1⟩)|0⟩ + (|0⟩ + |1⟩)|1⟩}, actually correspond-

ing to H|0⟩ ⊗H|0⟩ in QC. Nevertheless, it seems that

DNAC could not fully accomplish the jobs by QC.

For example, the QC operation R(θ) with 0 < θ < 2π

could not be efficiently simulated by DNAC. On the

contrary, quantum computation could carry out any

job by DNAC in a more efficient way.

In what follows, we will solve a SAT problem

quantum mechanically following the route in DNAC.

Consider a case as an example with the formula

F = (u2 ∨ u1) ∧ (u2 ∨ u1) ∧ (u1), (1)

where u2 and u1 are Boolean variables whose values

can be 0 (false) or 1 (true). ∨ is the “logical OR”

operation with u2 ∨u1 = 0 only if u2 = u1 = 0, and ∧
is the “logical AND” operation with u2 ∧ u1 = 1 only

if u2 = u1 = 1. u2 and u1 are the operations “NEGA-

TION” of u2 and u1, respectively, i.e., u2 being 0 if

u2 = 1 and being 1 if u2 = 0. The SAT problem is

to find appropriate values for u2 and u1 to make the

formula F true.

The DNA-based bio-molecular solution for the

above problem could be found in detail in Ref.[2]. We

will instead present our solution steps based on its

quantum mechanical correspondence. We first employ
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DNAC to solve a simplest SAT problem by NMR tech-

niques. Both QC and DNAC are hot topics as interdis-

ciplinary subjects, and both of them have merits and

drawbacks.[2,10,23] Our investigation, as a preliminary

study, has presented relations between them, and we

argue that it could enable us for not only a further

exploration of quantum algorithms, but also a further

understanding of DNAC from a brand-new angle.
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